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development of accounting thought and practice. In addition, papers on 
biographical subjects and on historical method are encouraged. 
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1. Manuscripts should provide a clear specification of the research 
issue, problem and/or hypothesis being addressed, an explanation of the 
derivation of the issue, and a plan to address these. 
2. Authors should develop a statement about the method employed 
in the research, including a full indication of the extent and the manner 
in which the methodology is used and the degree to which the research 
plan is achieved by means of the method. Such a statement should 
include a specification of the original materials or data collected or 
employed and a statement of the rationale employed in selecting the 
source mater ia l (s) . A descript ion of the evidential data used in 
conducting the final phases of the evaluation should be clearly stated. 
3. W h e n c o n t e m p o r a r y imp l i ca t ions of t he r e s e a r c h a re 
demonstrable or can be developed, as appropriate, the results of the 
research will be deemed as having added merit. 
4. Manuscripts which involve general periods of time, such as a 
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ability to develop proper evidence to assign causation to particular 
factors, authors may be expected to address and evaluate the 'probable' 
influences related to the issue or hypothesis being examined as 
consistent with an interpretation of the method, data and plan described. 
In other words, papers must be more than just a description of 
something. 
6. A conclusion/interpretation of the research must be stated so as 
to be understood as consistent with the objective, plan and data used in 
the study. The finding(s) should be clearly 'tied back' to the problem 
specified in the research and emphasize the relevance to contemporary 
practice, education and/or research and policy issues as appropriate. 
Implications of the study for future research should be stated. 
7. Purely descriptive pap»ers continue to be of importance but must 
be carefully and completely developed and be based upon original 
materials as principal sources. 
Submit three copies of each manuscript in scholarly form to: 
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GUIDE FOR SUBMITTING MANUSCRIPTS 
Manuscripts must be in English and of acceptable style and 
organization for clarity of presentation. See Guidelines on Re-
search. Submit three copies typewritten, double-spaced on one 
side of 8½ x 11 inch (approx. 22.5 cm x 28.0 cm) white paper; 
paragraphs should be indented. An abstract of not more than 100 
words should accompany the manuscript on a separate page. The 
manuscript should not exceed 7,000 words and margins should be 
wide enough to facilitate editing and duplication. All pages, in-
cluding footnote and references pages, should be serially num-
bered. 
The cover sheet should state the title of paper, name(s) of 
author(s), affiliation(s), and the appropriate address for further 
correspondence. The title, but not the name(s) of the author(s), 
should appear on the abstract page and on the first page of the 
body of the manuscript. Authors sign a copyright release form 
provided by the editors as a condition of publication. 
Manuscripts currently under review by other publications 
should not be submitted. A submission fee of $36 (U.S.) should 
accompany each submission. For current members of the Acad-
emy the fee is reduced to $15 (U.S.). Individuals who have not 
been members may request that their initial submission fee in a 
given year be applied as dues. Authors pay the postage for submis-
sion of manuscripts and return of galley proofs. 
Authors are encouraged to supplement their submission of 
manuscript copies in typescript with a 5¼ inch diskette prepared 
in IBM compatible ASCII file format. 
Authors are expected to run their materials on diskette 
through a spellchecking software program or similar personal re-
view before submitting either typescript or diskette materials. 
Major headings within the manuscript should be centered, 
underscored, and unnumbered with the first letter of major words 
capitalized. Subheadings should be on a separate line beginning 
flush with the left margin, and underscored with the first letter of 
major words capitalized. Third-level headings should lead into the 
paragraph, be underscored, and followed by a period; text should 
immediately follow on the same line. 
Tables, figures, and exhibits should be numbered (arabic), 
titled, and, when appropriate, referenced. Limited use of original 
documents, etc. can be accommodated in The Journal for authors 
providing glossy black and white prints. Important textual materi-
als may be presented in both the original language and the En-
glish translation. 
Tables, and similar items must be discussed in the text and 
are not to be included unless they lend support to the text. Materi-
vi 
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als must be of high quality and clean exposition. Photographs 
must be glossy black and white at least 5 x 7 inches. 
The main text should be marked as to the approximate loca-
tion of insertion and should be noted as follows, e.g.: [INSERT 
TABLE 1]. The back of each table, etc. must indicate the related 
final page number and title of the manuscript for insertion refer-
ence. 
Illustrations, etc., must be prepared so that they can be under-
stood standing alone. A line explaining the illustration should ac-
company such materials. The source citation for an illustration 
etc., must be complete. 
Footnotes. Footnotes should not be used for literature refer-
ences. The work cited should be referenced using the author's 
name and year of publication in the body of the text, inside square 
brackets, e.g. [Garbutt, Spring 1984]; [Garner, 1954]. If the 
author's name is mentioned in the text, it need not be repeated in 
the reference, e.g. "Previts [Fall 1984] a s s e r t s . . . " If a reference 
has more than three authors, only the first name and "et al" 
should be used in the text citation. References to statutes, legal 
treatises or court cases should follow the accepted form of legal 
citation. 
Textual footnotes may be used sparingly to expand and com-
ment upon the text itself. These should be numbered consecutively 
throughout the manuscript, using superscript arabic numerals. 
List of References. References should be listed at the end of 
the manuscript and contain full reference to all sources actually 
cited. The list should be arranged in alphabetical order according 
to the surname of the first author. Information about books and 
journals should include the following: Books — name of author, 
title underscored, place of publication, name of publisher, date of 
publication; Journals — name of author, article title within quota-
tion marks, journal title underscored, date of issue in parentheses, 
page numbers. Multiple works by an author should be listed in 
chronological order of publication, and when multiple works of an 
author appear in a single year, the suffix a, b, etc. should be used 
after the year. 
As a helpful guide to questions of style not covered above, 
refer to A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Disserta-
tions (Fifth Edition) by Kate L. Turabian, published in paperback 
by The University of Chicago Press. 
Galley proofs will be sent to the au thors) as permitted by 
scheduling; however, additions of new material must be strictly 
limited. The au thors ) will be provided three copies of The Ac-
counting Historians Journal issue in which the manuscript is pub-
lished. 
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